It is often stated that short-term memory is consolidated in a protein-synthesis-dependent manner into long-term memory. Alternatively, memories might consist of distinct molecular traces that last for different periods of time. These traces can be graded by their 'volatility'; traces encoded by activation of protein kinases are more volatile than traces encoded by morphological changes at preexisting synapses. The least volatile ('static') traces are due to the generation and stabilization of new synapses. Importantly, whereas at the cellular level these traces are generated independently of each other, they might be linked at the network level where volatile memory traces are required to set up a cellular network that is in turn required to induce the static memory trace.
Thinking about memory in terms of the molecular trace Memories are defined by behavioral experiments, where the distinction between short-term and long-term memory is time based and the conversion of short-term to long-term memory is called 'consolidation.' I propose that it is preferable to use a biochemical-based differentiation of memory traces that does not depend on absolute time but on the mechanism of the molecular trace. In computer science, the terms 'volatile' and 'static' differentiate types of memory. For example, memory that is stored in the state of a transistor requires constant input and is termed volatile, whereas memory stored on a magnetic disc does not require constant input and is termed static. Memories in the brain can also be differentiated based on the physical trace underlying the memory; however, unlike computer memory that either requires constant input or does not, physical memory traces are graded based on how long they last and how easily they are maintained. I will use the terms from computer science, volatile and static, to define this characteristic of memory traces, although this is not meant to imply an isomorphic relationship between computer and neuronal memory storage. Memory traces that depend on modification of preexisting proteins (such as phosphorylation) will be more volatile than those that depend on changes in protein levels, and these in turn will be more volatile than those due to morphological changes (Figure 1 ).
Serial versus parallel pathways for memory formation: the three little pigs Are volatile memory traces made into static memory traces through consolidation, or are distinct volatile and static memory traces initiated after experience? An instructive analogy is to envision that the static memory trace is a brick house. If volatile traces are stabilized into static memories, the structure of the house would be built as a volatile memory, stabilized by adding plaster and then consolidated by adding bricks. This model is implicit in the term 'consolidation' or when we talk about the 'conversion' of short-to long-term memory. By contrast, memory traces might resemble the houses built by the three little pigs, with the straw house representing the most volatile trace, a stick house representing a less volatile trace and a brick house representing the static trace. All three traces could be initiated in parallel after an experience occurs. If production of the straw house is blocked, building and consolidation of the brick house continues. The strong prediction of this model is that long-term memories can be formed in the absence of short-term memories. The most obvious instantiation of this at the cellular level is where the static memory trace is stored at new synapses, whereas more volatile memory traces are stored in changes at preexisting synapses. In this case, the molecular steps in formation and stabilization of new synapses are distinct from the molecular steps in strengthening preexisting synapses, and could easily occur in parallel. Below I will outline the evidence from invertebrate and vertebrate models that support this model and highlight important implications of this model for our understanding of memory.
An important limitation of this model is that it only addresses memory traces at the cellular level. Formation of a long-term memory might require the generation of a multicellular network that through repeated activation initiates and stabilizes a static memory trace. If the formation of this network requires volatile traces, then there will appear to be a serial relationship between the volatile and static memory traces. However, at the molecular and cellular level, these traces would still be made in parallel.
Cellular memory in Aplysia
The best evidence for parallel biochemical traces underlying memory comes from studying the changes at the sensory-motor neuron synapse in Aplysia californica that underlie behavioral sensitization [1] . When Aplysia are given a noxious stimulus, interneurons that release serotonin (5-HT) are activated [2] . The release of 5-HT causes a complex series of biochemical events that lead to changes in the circuit from receiving the sensory touch to moving the muscle such that defensive reflexes are
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